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NEUTRINO MASSES AND MIXINGSWITH FLAVOR SYMMETRIES�Morimitsu TanimotoSiene Eduation Laboratory, Ehime University790-8577 Matsuyama, Japan(Reeived Otober 14, 1999)Reent atmospheri neutrino data at Super-Kamiokande suggest thelarge �avor mixing of neutrinos. Models for the lepton mass matrix, whihgive the near-maximal �avor mixing, are disussed in the three familymodel. Espeially, details of the models with the S3 or O(3) �avor symme-try are studied.PACS numbers: 12.10.Dm, 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Lm, 14.60.Pq1. IntrodutionReent experimental data of neutrinos make big impat on the neu-trino masses and their mixings. Most exiting one is the results at Super-Kamiokande on the atmospheri neutrinos, whih indiate the large neutrino�avor osillation of �� ! �� [1℄. Solar neutrino data also provide the evi-dene of the neutrino osillation, however, this problem is still unertain [2℄.Furthermore, a new stage is represented by the Long Baseline(LBL) neu-trino osillation experiments. The �rst LBL reator experiment CHOOZhas provided a bound of the neutrino osillation [3℄, whih gives a strongonstraint of the �avor mixing pattern. The LBL aelerator experimentK2K [4℄ begins taking data, whereas the MINOS [5℄ and ICARUS [6℄ exper-iments will start in the �rst year of the next entury. Those LBL experimentsare expeted to larify masses, �avor mixings and CP violation of neutrinos.The short baseline experiments may be helpful to understand neutrinomasses and �avor mixings. The tentative indiation has been already givenby the LSND experiment [7℄, whih is an aelerator experiment for �� !�e(�� ! �e). The CHORUS and NOMAD experiments [8, 9℄ have reported� Presented at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999. (3105)



3106 M. Tanimotothe new bound for �� ! �� osillation, whih has already improved theE531 result [10℄. The KARMEN experiment [11℄ is also searhing for the�� ! �e(�� ! �e) osillation as well as LSND. However, they did notobserve any evidene of the osillation. The Bugey [12℄ and Krasnoyarsk [13℄reator experiments and CDHS [14℄ and CCFR [15℄ aelerator experimentshave given bounds for the neutrino mixing parameters as well as E776 [16℄.What an we learn from these experimental results? We want to getlues for the origin of neutrino masses and neutrino �avor mixings. In thispaper, we onentrate our disussion on the �avor symmetry, whih ontrolsthe �avor struture of quark-lepton masses and mixings.2. Possible neutrino mass hierarhy and mass matrix textureOur starting point as to the neutrino mixing is the large �� ! �� osilla-tion of the atmospheri neutrino osillation with�m2atm = (2 � 6)�10�3eV2and sin2 2�atm � 0:84, whih are derived from the reent data of the atmo-spheri neutrino de�it at Super-Kamiokande [1℄. In the solar neutrino prob-lem [2℄, there are three solutions: the small or large mixing angle MSW [17℄solution and the vauum osillation solution (just so solution) [18℄. Thesemass di�erene sales are muh smaller than the atmospheri one.One we put �m2atm = �m232 and �m2� = �m221, there are three typialmass patterns: m3 � m2 � m1, m3 ' m2 ' m1 and m1 ' m2 � m3. Inthis ase, the LSND data is disregarded beause there are only two massdi�erene sales in the three family model.If one goes beyond three neutrinos, the sterile neutrinos are introdued.These reonile LSND result [7℄. Then one an explain the di�erene ofthe mixing pattern between quarks and leptons beause the sterile neutrinoouples to ative neutrinos. This ase has been disussed by Grimus at thisshool [19℄.The neutrino mixing is de�ned as �� = U�i�i [20℄, where � denotes the�avor e; �; � and i denotes mass eigenvalues 1; 2; 3. Now we have two typialmixing patterns:UMNS ' 0� 1 Ue2 Ue3U�1 1p2 � 1p2U�1 1p2 1p2 1A ; 0B� 1p2 � 1p2 Ue312 12 � 1p212 12 1p2 1CA ; (1)the �rst one is the single maximal mixing pattern, in whih the solar neutrinode�it is explained by the small mixing angle MSW solution, and the otheris the bi-maximal mixings pattern [21℄, in whih the solar neutrino de�it isexplained by the just so solution or the large mixing angle of MSW solution.In both ases Ue3 is onstrained by the CHOOZ data [3℄.



Neutrino Masses and Mixings with Flavor Symmetries 3107Before disussing possible mass matries of neutrinos, we show how toget UMNS from the mass matrix as follows:UMNS = LyEL� ; mdiagonalE = LyEmERE ; mdiagonal� = LTEm�LE ; (2)where neutrinos are assumed to be Majorana partiles. So the large mixingin UMNS ould ome from LyE or/and L� . The pattern of the 2�2 sub-matrixwith sin2 2� = 1 is given in terms of the small parameter " as� 1 11 1� =) (0; 2) ; � 1 "" 1� =) (1� "; 1 + ") ;� " 11 "� =) (�1� "; 1 � ") ; � " 1" 1� =) (0;p2(1 + "2)) : (3)The �rst matrix gives the hierarhial eigenvalues, so it is useful for theneutrino and harged lepton mass matries. The seond and third ones givealmost degenerate eigenvalues, whih are useful only for neutrino masses.The last one is the asymmetri mass matrix with the hierarhial eigenvalues.So it is useful only for the harged lepton. If the 3� 3 mass matrix inludesthese sub-matries, the maximal mixing is derived. Moreover, there are someadditional patterns in the 3� 3 matrix [22℄.The left handed neutrino masses are supposed to be at most O(1)eV.We need some physial reasons for the smallness of the neutrino mass. Inthe ase of Majorana neutrino, we know two lasses of models whih leadnaturally to a small neutrino mass: (i) models in whih the see-saw meh-anism works [23℄ and (ii) those in whih the neutrino mass is indued by aradiative orretion. The entral idea of models (i) supposes some highersymmetry whih is broken at the high energy sale. If this symmetry break-ing takes plae so that it allows the right-handed neutrino to have a mass,and a small mass indued for the left handed neutrino by the see-saw meh-anism. In the lasses of model (ii) one introdues a salar partile with amass of the order of the eletroweak (EW) energy sale whih breaks thelepton number in the salar setor. A left-handed neutrino mass is then in-dued by a radiative orretion from a salar loop without the right-handedneutrinos. This model requires some new physis at the EW sale.Anyway, models of (i) and (ii) redue to the e�etive dimension-�veoperator �ij� �0�0�i�j ; (4)where �0 is the SU(2) doublet Higgs in the SM, whih generates Majorananeutrino masses and mixings. The struture of the �ij=� depends on detailsof models [24℄. In the following, we present typial mass matrix modelswhih lead to the large �avor mixing of the atmospheri(solar) neutrinos.



3108 M. TanimotoSee-saw enhanement:We begin with disussing the see-saw enhanement. The see-saw meh-anism of neutrino mass generation gives a very natural and elegant under-standing for the smallness of neutrino masses. This mehanism may playanother important role, whih is to reprodue the large �avor mixing. In thestandpoint of the quark-lepton uni�ation, the Dira mass matrix of neutri-nos is similar to the quark mass matries. Therefore, the neutrino mixingsare expeted to be typially of the same order of magnitude as the quarkmixings. However, the large �avor mixings of neutrinos ould be obtainedin the see-saw mehanism as a onsequene of a ertain struture of theright-handed Majorana mass matrix [25, 26℄. That is the so alled see-sawenhanement of the neutrino mixing due to the ooperation between theDira and Majorana mass matries.Mass matrix of light Majorana neutrinos m� has the following formm� ' �mDM�1R mTD ; (5)where mD is the neutrino Dira mass matrix and MR is the Majorana massmatrix of the right-handed neutrino omponents. Then, the lepton mixingmatrix is [25℄ UMNS = S ỳ � S� � Uss, where S`, S� are transformations whihdiagonalize the Dira mass matries of harged leptons and neutrinos, re-spetively. The Uss spei�es the e�et of the see-saw mehanism, i.e. thee�ets of the right-handed Majorana mass matrix. It is determined byUTssmssUss = diag (m1;m2;m3) with mss = �mdiagD M�1R mdiagD : (6)In the ase of two generations, the mixing matrix Uss is easily investigatedin terms of one angle �s. This angle ould be maximal with the same set ofparameters in the Dira mass matrix and the right handed Majorana massmatrix. That is the enhanement due to the see-saw mehanism. The rihstruture of right-handed Majorana mass matrix an lead to the maximal�avor mixing of neutrinos. The detailed studies have been given reently inRefs. [27, 28℄.Asymmetri mass matrix:The large mixing angle ould be derived from the asymmetri mass ma-trix of harged leptons. In the standpoint of the quark-lepton uni�ation,the harged lepton mass matrix is onneted with the down quark one. Themixing following from the harged lepton mass matrix may be onsidered tobe small like quarks in the hierarhial base. However, this expetation isnot true if the mass matrix is non-Hermitian (asymmetri mass matrix). Inthe SU(5), fermions belong to 10 and 5*:10 : �ab = u +Q+ e; 5� :  a = d1 + L; (7)



Neutrino Masses and Mixings with Flavor Symmetries 3109where Q and L are SU(2) doublets of quarks and leptons, respetively. TheYukawa ouplings are given by 10i10j5H(up-quarks) and 5�i 10j5�H(down-quarks and harge leptons)(i,j=1,2,3). Therefore, we get mE = mTD at theGUT sale.It should be notied that observed quark mass spetra and the CKMmatrix onstrains only the down quark mass matrix typially as follows:mdown � KD0��4 �3 �4x �2 �2y z 1 1A with � = 0:22 : (8)Three parameters x; y; z are not determined by observed quark mass spe-tra and the CKM matrix. Those are related to the left-handed harged lep-ton mixing due to mE = mTD. The left(right)-handed down quark mixingsare related to the right(left)-handed harged lepton mixings in the SU(5).Therefore, there is a soure of the large �avor mixing in the harged leptonsetor if z ' 1 or/and y ' 1 is derived from some models as follows:m`mỳ = mydownmdown � K2D0� x2 + y2 yz + �2x y + �2xyz + �2x z2 zy + �2x z 1 1A : (9)This mehanism was used by some authors [29�31℄.Radiative neutrino mass:In the lass of models in (ii), neutrino masses are indued from theradiative orretions even if the right-handed neutrino is absent. The typialone is the Zee model, in whih harged gauge singlet salar indues theneutrino mass [32℄. The diagonal terms of the Zee mass matrix are exatlyzero due to the symmetry as follows:m� � 0� 0 me� me�me� 0 m��me� m�� 0 1A : (10)In the ase of me� ' me� � m�� , both solar neutrino problem and at-mospheri neutrino de�it an be explained. Then, the inverse hierarhym1 ' m2 � m3 and the bi-maximal mixing matrix are obtained [33℄.The MSSM with R-parity violation an also give the neutrino masses andmixings [34, 35℄. The MSSM allows renormalizable B and L violation. TheR-parity onservation forbids the B and L violation in the superpotentialin order to avoid the proton deay. However, the proton deay is avoided inthe tree level if either of B or L violating term vanishes. The simplest modelis the bi-linear R-parity violating model with "iHuLi for the lepton-Higgsoupling [34℄. This model provides the large mixing whih is onsistent withatmospheri and solar neutrinos.



3110 M. Tanimoto3. Searh for �avor symmetryMasses and mixings of the quark-lepton may suggest some �avor sym-metry. The simple �avor symmetry is U(1), whih was disussed intensivelyby Ramond et al. [36℄. In their model, they assumed (1) Fermions arryU(1) harge, (2) U(1) is spontaneously broken by h�i, in whih � is the EWsinglet with U(1) harge �1, and (3) Yukawa ouplings appear as e�etiveoperators a la Froggatt�Nielsen mehanism [37℄,hDijQidjHd� ���mij + hUijQiujHu� ���nij + ::: ; (11)where h�i=� = � ' 0:22. The powers mij and nij are determined fromthe U(1) harges of fermions in order that the e�etive operators are U(1)invariants as,mij = YQi + Ydj + YHd ; nij = YQi + Yuj + YHu ; (12)where Y denotes the U(1) harge. The U(1) harges of the fermions are�xed by the experimental data of the fermion masses and mixings. Theirnaive U(1) symmetri mass matries ould be modi�ed by taking aount ofnew �elds or new symmetries.Another approah is based on the non-Abelian �avor symmetry S3. TheS3L � S3R symmetri mass matrix is the so alled demorati mass ma-trix [38℄, Mq = q0� 1 1 11 1 11 1 11A ; (13)whih needs the large rotation in order to move to the diagonal base asATMqA, where A = 0� 1=p2 1=p6 1=p3�1=p2 1=p6 1=p30 �2=p6 1=p31A : (14)In the CKM mixing matrix, this large rotation matrix A is ompletely an-eled out between down quarks and up quarks. This demorati mass ma-trix is not a realisti one beause two quarks are massless. There are manyworks in whih realisti quark mass matries are disussed inluding sym-metry breaking terms in the quark setor [39℄. However, the situation ofthe lepton setor is very di�erent from the quark setor sine the e�etiveneutrino mass matrix m�LL ould be far from the demorati one and theharged lepton one is still the demorati one.



Neutrino Masses and Mixings with Flavor Symmetries 3111The neutrino mass matrix is di�erent from the demorati one if theyare Majorana partiles. The S3L symmetri mass term is given as follows:M� = � 0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 11A+ �r0� 0 1 11 0 11 1 01A ; (15)where r is an arbitrary parameter. The eigenvalues of this matrix are givenas �(1+2r; 1�r; 1�r), whih means that there are at least two degeneratemasses in the S3L symmetri Majorana mass matrix [40�42℄.In order to explain both solar and atmospheri neutrinos, three neutri-nos should be almost degenerate in this model. If three degenerate lightneutrinos are required, the parameter r should be taken as r = 0 or r = �2.The �rst ase was disussed in Ref. [40℄ and the seond one in Ref. [41℄. Thedi�erene of r leads to the di�erene in the CP property of neutrinos.In order to reprodue the atmospheri neutrino de�it by the large neu-trino osillation, the symmetry breaking terms are required. Sine the resultsare almost the same, we show the numerial analyses in Ref. [40℄.Let us start with disussing the following harged lepton mass matrix:M` = 3̀ 0� 1 1 11 1 11 1 11A+mbreak : (16)The �rst term is a unique representation of the S3L�S3R symmetri matrixand the seond one mbreak is a symmetry breaking one. The unitary matrixthat diagonalises the harged lepton mass matrix is U` = AB`, where thematrix A is de�ned in Eq. (14) and B` depends on the symmetry breakingterm mbreak.Let us turn to the neutrino mass matrix, in whih r = 0 is taken as:M� = �0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 11A+0� 0 "� 0"� 0 00 0 Æ� 1A ; (17)where the symmetry breaking is given by a small term with two adjustableparameters. It is seen that S3L is broken by Æ� but S2L is still preserved inEq. (17). The mass eigenvalues are ��"� , and �+ Æ� , and the matrix thatdiagonalises M� (UT� M�U� =diagonal) isU� = 0� 1=p2 1=p2 0�1=p2 1=p2 00 0 11A : (18)



3112 M. TanimotoThat is, our M� represents three degenerate neutrinos, with the degeneraylifted by a small parameter.The lepton mixing angle as de�ned by UMNS = (U`)yU� = (AB`)yU� isthus given by UMNS ' 0B� 1 1p3B`21 � 2p6B`21B`12 1p3 � 2p60 2p6 1p3 1CA ; (19)where B`21 and B`12 are orretion terms in the harged lepton setor, typ-ially, B`21 �pme=m�. We have preditionssin2 2�atm ' 89 ; Ue2 ' � 1p2Ue3 ; (20)where U�i denotes the MNS mixing. If B`21 'pme=m�, we get Ue2 ' 0:04and Ue3 ' 0:057, whih leads to sin2 2�� ' 6:5 � 10�3. This preditionalso agrees with the neutrino mixing orresponding to the small mixingangle MSW solution (4 � 13) � 10�3 for the solar neutrino problem [2℄.In the future, this predition will be tested in the following long baselineexperiments �� ! �e and �e ! �� .Let us brie�y disuss the onsequene of the other symmetry breakingof neutrino masses. If we adopt the symmetry breaking term alternative toEq. (17), 0� �� 0 00 "� 00 0 Æ�1A ; (21)in whih S3L is ompletely broken, we obtain the lepton mixing matrix tobe UMNS ' AT = 0� 1=p2 �1=p2 01=p6 1=p6 �2=p61=p3 1=p3 1=p3 1A : (22)This is idential to the matrix presented by Fritzsh and Xing [43℄. For thisase one gets sin2 2�� ' 1; sin2 2�atm ' 8=9 : (23)This ase an aommodate the �just-so� solution for the solar neutrinoproblem due to neutrino osillation in vauum and may be also onsistentwith the large mixing angle MSW solution inluding orretion terms. Thismatrix has been investigated in detail [44℄ fousing on reent data at Super-Kamiokande.



Neutrino Masses and Mixings with Flavor Symmetries 3113In the model, the symmetry breaking terms are not unique, and more-over, the neutrino mass degeneray is put by hand, r = 0. In order to avoidthese ambiguities, we should go to higher symmetry of �avors.4. O(3) �avor symmetry and phenomenologyWe assume that neutrinos are almost degenerate. Sine the quark-leptonmasses are hierarhial, one may raise a question: How an one gets the on-sistent piture in these mass generation? The O(3) �avor symmetry [45,46℄has a unique predition, that is almost degenerate neutrino masses. Massesof quarks and harged leptons vanish in the O(3) symmetri limit. Therefore,mass matries of quarks and leptons are determined by details of breakingpattern of the �avor symmetry. Although there are some symmetry break-ing mehanisms [45, 46℄ we disuss a possible �avor O(3) breaking meha-nism [47℄ that leads to �suessful� phenomenologial mass matries with S3symmetry in the previous setion.We onsider the supersymmetri standard model and impose O(3)L�O(3)R�avor symmetry. Three lepton doublets `i(i = 1� 3) transform as an O(3)Ltriplet and three harged leptons ei(i = 1 � 3) as an O(3)R triplet, whileHiggs doublets H and H are O(3)L�O(3)R singlets. We will disuss thequark setor later.We introdue, to break the �avor symmetry, a pair of �elds �(i)L (i = 1; 2)and �(i)R (i = 1; 2) whih transform as symmetri traeless tensors 5's ofO(3)L and O(3)R, respetively. We assume that the �(i)L (5;1) and �(i)R (1;5)take values �(1)L;R = 0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 �21Aw(1)L;R ; (24)and �(2)L;R = 0� 1 0 00 �1 00 0 01Aw(2)L;R : (25)We onsider that these are expliit breakings of O(3)L�O(3)R rather thanvauum-expetation values of �(i)L;R (spontaneous breaking), otherwise wehave unwanted massless Nambu�Goldstone multiplets. In the following dis-ussion we use dimensionless breaking parameters �(i)L and �(i)R , whih arede�ned as �(1)L;R � �(1)L;RMf = 0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 �21A ÆL;R ; (26)



3114 M. Tanimotoand �(2)L;R � �(2)L;RMf = 0� 1 0 00 �1 00 0 01A "L;R : (27)Here, Mf is the large �avor mass sale, ÆL;R = w(1)L;R=Mf and "L;R =w(2)L;R=Mf . We assume ÆL;R; "L;R � 1.The neutrinos aquire small Majorana masses from the superpotential,W = H2M `(1+ �(i)�(i)L )` ; (28)whih yields a neutrino mass matrix asbm� = hHi2M (0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 11A + �(1)0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 �21A ÆL+ �(2)0� 1 0 00 �1 00 0 01A "L): (29)Here, �(i) are O(1) parameters and the mass M denotes a ut-o� sale ofthe present model whih may be di�erent from the �avor saleMf . We takeM ' 1014�15GeV to obtain m�i ' 0:1�1eV indiated from the atmospherineutrino osillation [1℄ for degenerate neutrinos.The above breaking is, however, inomplete, sine the harged leptonsremain massless. We introdue an O(3)L-triplet and an O(3)R-triplet �elds�L(3;1) and �R(1;3) to produe masses of the harged leptons. The vauumexpetation values of �L and �R are determined by the following superpo-tential: W = ZL(�2L � 3v2L) + ZR(�2R � 3v2R)+XL(a(i)�L�(i)L �L) +XR(a0(i)�R�(i)R �R)+YL(b(i)�L�(i)L �L) + YR(b0(i)�R�(i)R �R) : (30)Here, the �elds ZL;R, XL;R and YL;R are all singlets of O(3)L�O(3)R.We obtain vauum-expetation values from the superpotential Eq. (30)by solving jFX j = 0, jFY j = 0 and jFZ j = 0:h�Li � 0� 1111A vL ; h�Ri � 0� 1111A vR : (31)



Neutrino Masses and Mixings with Flavor Symmetries 3115Notie that only with the �rst two terms in Eq. (30) we have O(3)L�O(3)Rglobal symmetry and hene unwanted Nambu-Goldstone multiplets appearin broken vaua. The ouplings to the expliit breakings �(i)L;R are neessaryto eliminate the Nambu-Goldstone multiplets in the low energy spetrum,whih determine vauum-expetation values of �L and �R as in Eq. (31).With the non-vanishing h�Li and h�Ri in Eq. (31), the Dira masses ofharged leptons arise from the superpotential,W = �EM2f (e�R)(�L`)H: (32)This produes so-alled �demorati� mass matrix of the harged leptons,bmE = �E  vLvRM2f !0� 1 1 11 1 11 1 11A hHi: (33)Diagonalization of this mass matrix yields large lepton mixings [40, 43℄ andone non-vanishing eigenvalue, m� . The masses of e and � are derived fromdistortion of the �demorati� form of mass matrix in Eq. (33), whih isgiven by a superpotential ontaining the expliit O(3)L�O(3)R breakingparameters �(i)L;R,ÆW = �EM2f (Aì(e�(i)R �R)(�L`) + Bì (e�R)(�L�(i)L `)+ Cìj(e�(i)R �R)(�L�(j)L `))H : (34)Then, the harged lepton mass matrix is given in the hierarhial base byAT bmEA = �EvLvRM2f hHi0BBB� 2C2̀2"L"R 2p3C2̀1"RÆL p6A2̀"R2p3C1̀2"LÆR 6C1̀1ÆLÆR 3p2A1̀ÆRp6B2̀"L 3p2B1̀ÆL 3 1CCCARL;(35)where the matrix A is de�ned in Eq. (14). The mass eigenvalues of thislepton mass matrix arem� ' 3�E vLMf vRMf hHi; m�m� ' O(ÆLÆR); mem� ' O("L"R); (36)where we assume that all oupling parameters Aì , Bì and Cìj(i; j = 1; 2)are of O(1).



3116 M. TanimotoWe now turn to the quark setor, in whih three doublet quarks qi trans-form as an O(3)L triplet while three down quarks di and the three up quarksui as O(3)R triplets. Quark mass matries are the same ones as in Eq. (35)apart from O(1) oe�ients Aì , Bì and Cìj. The CKM mixing angles aregiven by jVusj ' "LÆL ; jVbj ' ÆL ; jVubj ' "L : (37)Putting the experimental quark mass ratios and CKM matrix elements:mdmb ' �4; msmb ' �2; jVusj ' �; jVbj ' �2; (38)we obtain the order of parameters as follows:ÆL ' �2; ÆR ' 1 ; "L ' �3; "R ' � ; (39)with � ' 0:2. Then, we predit jVubj ' "L ' �3, whih is onsistent with theexperimental value [48℄. Thus our model suessfully explains both leptonand quark mass matries.Let us disuss neutrino masses and the mixings. Basing on the analysison the quark mass matries we take ÆL ' 0:1 and "L ' 10�3 � 10�2. Weshould remark that there is an additional ontribution to the neutrino massmatrix in Eq. (29) as ÆW = H2M `�� �LMf �LMf � ` : (40)The neutrino mass matrix is now given bybm� = hHi2M (0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 11A+ �(1)0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 �21A ÆL+ �(2)0� 1 0 00 �1 00 0 01A "L + � � vLMf �20� 1 1 11 1 11 1 11A) : (41)The large MNS mixing angle between �� and �� is obtained if� � vLMf �2 � �(1)ÆL : (42)We also see large neutrino mixings between �e and ��;� for �(vL=Mf )2 ��(2)"L. By using�m223(� m2�3�m2�2) ' 10�3eV2 for the ����� osillation [1℄



Neutrino Masses and Mixings with Flavor Symmetries 3117(whih orresponds to m�i = O(0:1)eV), ÆL ' 0:1 and "L ' 10�3� 10�2, weobtain �m212 ' "LÆL�m223 ' 10�5 � 10�4eV2; (43)for the �e � ��;� osillation. This is onsistent with the large angle MSWsolution [17℄ to the solar neutrino problem. The urrent analyses [49℄ ofSuper-Kamiokande experiments give �m212 ' 2 � 10�5 � 2 � 10�4eV2 andsin2 2�12 = 0:60� 0:97 at the 99% on�dene level, for the large MSW solu-tion. It is remarked that we obtained the numerial predition sin2 2�12 =0:60 � 0:97 under the ondition �(vL=Mf )2 � �(2)"L.We onsidered a model where `i and qi belong to triplets of one O(3) andei, di and ui belong to triplets of the other O(3). We note here that there isanother interesting assignment that `i and di are triplets of the O(3) whileei, qi and ui transform as triplets of the other O(3) by imposing a disretesymmetry suh as Z6 [47℄. 5. SummaryWe have presented some typial mehanisms whih lead to models for thelepton mass matrix, whih gives the near-maximal �avor mixing. Espeially,details of the models with the S3 or O(3) �avor symmetry are presented.Sine these models predit almost degenerate neutrino masses, double-�deay experiments will test the model in the future [50℄. Moreover, as ourO(3)L�O(3)R model predits the large mixing angle MSW solution, we waitfor results in KamLAND experiment [51℄. More theoretial works on the�avor symmetry as well as experimental data are expeted.I thank T. Watari and T. Yanagida for ollaboration on the lepton massmatrix model with the O(3) symmetry. This researh is supported by theGrant-in-Aid for Siene Researh, Ministry of Eduation, Siene and Cul-ture, Japan (No.10640274). REFERENCES[1℄ Super-Kamiokande Collaboration, Y. Fukuda et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 1562(1998); hep-ex/9812014; invited talk at WIN 99, 25 January, 1999, Cape Town,South Afria.[2℄ J.N. Bahall, P.I. Krastev, A.Yu. Smirnov, Phys. Rev. D58, 6016 (1998).[3℄ The CHOOZ Collaboration, M. Apollonio et al., Phys. Lett. B420, 397 (1998).[4℄ K. Nishikawa, in Pro. of the 18th International Conferene on NeutrinoPhysis and Astrophysis, Neutrino '98, June 1998, Takayama, Japan, editedby Y. Suzuki and Y. Totsuka, Elsevier, Tokyo 1999, p. 198.
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